
Trained photographers advise! Fast shipping Order from manufacturer!

Mantona Smartphone holder SmartStand

Item number: 20546

universal tripod holder with ¼ inch thread for different smartphones up to a width of 8.5cm
for smartphones like Iphone 6, Iphone 5, Samsung Galaxy S3, Samsung Galaxy S4, Samsung Galaxy
Note 3, Sony Experia Z1 and many others.
two ¼ inch threads for portrait and landscape shots
fixed clamping incl. rubber coating prevents the smartphone from slipping out
for screwing on camera tripods, ball heads, holders, etc.
ideal for taking photos or when filming with the smartphone
additional accessories can be mounted by using the unused ¼ inch thread, e.g. LED lamps or
microphone or microphones

Item description

Filming or photographing with the smartphone
The tripod holder for smartphones comes with two ¼ inch threads, for problem free mounting on tripods, ball heads or other holders. The sturdy clamp with
rubber coating is able to hold smartphones with a width of up to 8.5cm and provides adequate safety when mounting on a hand pod to take a selfie - on
camera tripods, monopods, ball heads or other fastenings. In connection with a steadycam the adapter also provides the base base for shooting jerk-free
videos with the smartphone and serves the purpose of stabilising the device when filming. The threads enable you to use the adapter for portrait and
landscape formats.

Small and compact
With its small size, the holder fits into any handbag or photobag and can be quickly mounted to any ¼ inch thread. The sturdy design ensures a long lifetime
and can reliably hold large smartphones with a width of up to 8.5cm.

Technical specification

General information

Product Type Smartphone Tripod/Mount
Material Stainless steel, ABS, synthetic material, Rubber
Product Color Black
Length 70mm
Width 24mm
Height 35mm
Weight 27g

Specifications

Special Features Solid clamp, incl. rubber coating, prevent the slipping out of the smartphone
max. sticking broad 85mm
min. sticking broad 55mm

Compatible Smartphones
Samsung Galaxy series (S8 +, S8, S7 edge, S7, S6 edge, S6, A5, A3 and predecessors models) , Apple IPhone series (X,
8 Plus, 8, 7 Plus, 7, 6s, 6, 5s, 5 and previous models), LG, Sony, Huawei, All popular smartphone of 55 to 85 mm width,
Samsung mark series (Samsung Note8, Note8 DUETS and predecessors models)

Max. Capacity 0,5kg
Adapter 1/4 inch
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Packaging

Girth 319mm
Height of Packaging 35mm
Length of Packaging 129mm
Packaging with Euro Hole No
Weight incl. Packaging 39g
Width of Packaging 83mm

Included in delivery

1 x mantona smartphone holder SmartStand

SERVICE CENTER

WALSER GmbH & Co. KG
Senefelderstraße 23
86368 Gersthofen
Fax: +49 (0)821-455789-8333
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OUR WARRANTY PAYMENT SHIPPING

Please observe the following:The products are stock ed at our logistics partners. Consequently there is  NO warehouse in Gersthofen. Therefore products CAN NOT be picked up!
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